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The functional connection between the main subsystems, driving, braking and mechanically, of the traction
vehicles, is made through the axles or wheels, the mechanical transmission and the traction motor [4-6].
The realization of this functional connection is made
by the group of physical elements represented by: the
traction motor with its devices placed in the rolling apparatus, the mechanical transmission (the cylindrical traction gear) and the motor axle.
It is obvious that all these constitute a complex assembly, in which the parameters of the transmission itself,
and the mechanical construction of the traction motor are
mutually conditioned.
The electric traction motors are mounted on the rail
vehicles and mechanically coupled to the axle by means
of the gear wheel mechanism.
The limited space available, the important mechanical
demands that arise due to the permanent and large amplitude variation of the load, make the transmission system a
very important problem.

Abstract – It is proposed the possibility to simulate the idle
running and short-circuit characteristics of an asynchronous traction motor. Based on the results, the motor parameters can be determined. In the modern design of asynchronous motors, the simulation of these characteristics is
required as a mandatory stage. On this basis, the electromagnetic stresses and the constructive solutions are finally
established, so that the engine corresponds in operation. The
tests are important, as they allow for a computation of the
motor parameters. There still exists the possibility to simulate the stationary and dynamic modes, in order to determine the behavior of the motor while running. The comparisons between the simulated and the data provided in the
motor datasheet proves that the occurring errors are under
the 2.1 % level accepted as precision level. The correctness
of the simulations performed is important in operation, because with the parameters and the results obtained we can
anticipate the behavior of the machine in the dynamic or
stationary modes. The operating, starting and speed characteristics of the asynchronous traction motor must meet the
high demands imposed by the complex equipment used in
modern transport vehicles. Concerns related to the development of new methods and procedures to optimize the
construction of the asynchronous motors used in traction, to
find new mathematical models for the correct simulation of
the operating characteristics, are a permanent activity. The
simulations and experimental tests were carried out considering a traction motor from a diesel electric locomotive.
Cuvinte cheie: motoare asincrone de tractiune feroviara,
modelare, simulare.
Keywords: railway asynchronous traction motors, modelling,
simulation.

I. INTRODUCTION
In its evolution, the human society has developed the
transport infrastructure for people and goods, making it
an essential and permanent concern.
The development and progress of modern societies
have been made and materialized through improvements,
modernization or discoveries in the field of transport,
considering all the known paths [1-3].
The evolution stage of a society depends on the means
of conveyance, influencing the living standards of its
members.
From a mechanical point of view, the traction motor is
subjected to shocks and strokes caused by the unevenness
of the track, it is exposed to various external influences
such as: dust, rain, snow.

Fig. 1. Asynchronous motor used in railway traction.

By using asynchronous traction motors powered by
static converters, the traction and electric braking performance are improved, while the maintenance costs are
reduced.
Because the electric traction motor from Fig. 1 can
have an efficiency even higher than 93%, the electric
traction has some advantages provided by the regenerative braking, allowing for the conversion of the convoy’s
kinetic energy into electrical energy transferred to the
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power line during the braking periods, stopping, or
downhill.
When the regenerative braking is not possible, it can be
automatically switched to rheostatic braking. Thus, the
active energy of the motor running as a generator turns
into heat wasted by the braking resistors.
The modern electric traction eliminates some of the existing drawbacks, by replacing the autonomous current
inverters with autonomous PWM-controlled voltage
source inverters.
The research is focused on finding new materials, the
development of new topologies of electric motors, and
also on the use of control and power electronics for increasing the effectiveness of the energy conversion.
In the modern electric traction [7-8] are used electronic
converters with IGBTs, converters for ancillary services,
control electronic equipment based on microcontrollers
and microprocessors, LED lights, as in Fig. 2.
In Fig. 2 may be noticed: 1 – the electric locomotive,
2- buffers, 3 - driver's cab with all standard features, 4 –
traction transformer, 5 – pantograph, 6 – brake system.

rpm–synchronous speed; MN=2537 Nm – rated torque;
sN=2.1% - rated slip;
-electric parameters Rs=0.247 Ω, R’r=0.17 Ω,
Lsσ=0.00255 H, L’rσ=0.001818 H, Lsh=0.081 H, J=2.791
kgm2
-operating
parameters:
cosφ=0.90;
η=0.916;
Mmax=2.48M;
- imposed gauge dimensions:
Lmax < 580 mm - maximum length;
Dmax < 795 mm - maximum outer diameter.
A.Mathematical model of mechanical characteristics
For an accurate simulation of the mechanical characteristics [9-12], the rotor and stator parameters affected
by the repression and magnetic saturation are considered,
the next steps being completed:
- the number of points necessary for representing the
mechanical characteristics is set to N=800, while the
variable i is initialized

i  0, 1, 2,.....,2  N
- the slip is determined

s i  1 

i
N

- the speed is compued as:

ni  n1 (1  s i ) ,
while the slip in per unit (p.u.) values is:

nri 

Fig. 2. Electric locomotive and main equipment.

The interest granted to the asynchronous motor transport vehicles came along with the development of the
research.
The research is focused on finding new materials, the
development of new topologies of electric motors, and
also on the use of control and power electronics for increasing the effectiveness of the energy conversion.
The appropriateness of this work is provided by highlighting some aspects insufficiently treated in the areas of
designing and dimensioning of asynchronous traction
motors associated with large power static converters. The
traction system is used for railway vehicles, the
establishing of the parameters necessary in the analysis of
the regenerative braking system being an important step.
Multiple and repeated simulations were carried out,
and their quality highlights the motor’s technical
performances, thus responding to the requirements of the
beneficiary.

ni
n1

Thereby, a range is set for the slip, s[-1,+1], and for
the speed, n[0,2*n1], respectively, in order to include
the generator and asynchronous motor operating modes.
B.The variation of the rotor winding parameters with the
current repression in the rotor bar
- the reduced height of the conductor is calculated

 i  hb

bb 100   0  f1 s i

2  2
bc 2

bb, hb (mm) –dimensions of the rotor bar; bc2 (mm) –
rotor slot width, 2 -bar resistivity (the bar is made of
copper);
- the factor of resistance increase in the rotor slot area:

kri   i

II.RESULTS OBTAINED THROUGH SIMULATION
Theoretical research and experimental tests were carried out for the traction motor from a diesel electric locomotive with a power of 2100 hp. This is an asynchronous three-phase traction motor with wound rotor, with
the following parameters:
- rated values - PN=260 kW - rated power; UN=1500 V
–rated voltage; I1N=121.4 A – rated current; n1=1000

sh(2 i )  sin( 2 i )
ch(2 i )  cos(2 i )

- the factor of reactance decrease in the rotor slot area:

kxi 

3 sh( 2 i )  sin(2 i )
2 i ch( 2 i )  cos(2 i )

- the factor of resistance increase for the rotor bar:
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l
L l
Kri  kri Fe  b Fe
Lb
Lb

s  a  (i p ) 2  b  i p  c
imposing that the points B(s=1 , ip=ipi) –for the start
instant, H0 (s=0 , ip=i0) –for the idle running and A(s=sN ,
ip=1) –the operating point for the rated mode, be on the
same parabola, thus resulting the coefficients:

lFe/ Lb - the iron length / the length of the rotor bar;
- the factor of reactance decrease in the rotor bar:

Kxi  kxi

l Fe Lb  l Fe

Lb
Lb

a

- the phase resistance considering the repression influence:

R 2 i  Kri Rb 

a
,


b

b


c


c

,

Ri
 p
2  sin 2 
 N c2





Rb/ Ri –bar resistance / resistance of the short-circuit ring;
Nc2 –number of rotor slots;
- the leakage permeance of the rotor slot, affected by
the repression:

 c 2 

h1r
3bc 2

Fig. 3. The estimated current curve during motor startup.

- the leakage permeance of the rotor slot, not affected
by the repression:

 c 2h 

1
a  0
sN

h1r  hb h02

2bc 2
b02

h02/ b02 – height and width of the rotor slot isthmus;
- the total permeance of the rotor slot considering the
influence of the repression:

i pi2
c  i

 2i  Kxi  c 2   c 2 h   d 2   f 2
d2/ f2 – front and differential, rotor leakage, specific
permeances;
- the phase dispersion reactance of the rotor, considering the repression:

X 2 i  X 2 

i pi 1
i0 1
1 1
i pi

i pi2
 b  i02
1
i pi2

1

2
0

i0

0

1

1

sN

 i

1
0
sN

1
1
1

i pi 1

2
0

i0

1

1

1

1

Solving the equation:

a  (i p ) 2  b  i p  c  s  0 ,
with respect to the variable si and the unknown variable
ipi and, considering only the positive side, is obtained:

 2  i
 2

X2 - dispertion phase reactance of the rotor, without
considering the repression;

i pi 

 b  b 2  4 a (c  s i )
2a

,

- the variation of the permeability with the current
during startup, due tot the saturation of the magnetic
circuit, is provided by:

C.Variation of the asynchronous motor parameters with
the magnetic saturation
The parameters of the asynchronous motor dependent
on the magnetic saturation are the leakage reactances
corresponding to the stator and rotor, respectively. The
effects of the magnetic saturation are obvious when the
load current increases, exceeding the rated current, thus
modifying the form of the mechanical characteristics.
Therefore, an exact simulation of the mechanical characteristics is realized with the corrected parameters.
As such, the current curve throughout the startup in
relative units ip = f (s) is estimated to be a parabola having Os as the axis of symmetry (Fig. 3).
Under these circumstances, the following equation is
needed:

i 

Bdk
100   0 ( H dk  A  i pi )

Bdk=2.04 T – the critical value of the magnetic flux
density;
Hdk=300 A/cm - the critical value of the magnetic field
strength.
E.The reactance of the stator winding considering the
influence of the magnetic saturation
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- the width of the stator slot isthmus when the magnetic
saturation occurs:

b01si  b01 

 c 2 hsi 

bd 01
i

h1r  hb h02 r

2bc 2
b02 ri

h1r, h, – constructive dimensions associated to the rotor
slot;

b01/ h01 – width / height of the stator slot isthmus;

- the total permeance of the rotor, considering the
saturation:

bd01 – the width of the tooth at the stator surface;

 2 si  Kxi  c 2   c 2 hsi   d 2 s   f 2
d2s, f2 – front and differential, rotor leakage, specific
permeances;
- rotor phase reactance, influenced by the saturation:

X 2 si  X 2 

a)

b)

Rotor parameters reported to the stator
- the phase resistance / reactance reported to the stator:

- leakage permeance of the stator slot accounting for
the saturation:

h1s  h 4 s

3bc1

R' 2i  k rap R2i
X ' 2 si  k rap X 2 si

h2 s
h
k '  4 s
b01si
4bc1

k 

- the saturation correction factor:

h1s, h2s, h4s – constructive dimensions associated to the
stator slot;

c1s  1 

k, k’ - factors depending on the stator winding step;

R2
U12 i
m1 p
si
Mi 

2
2f1 
R 
 R1  c1s 2i   X1s  c1s X 2 s 2
i
i

si 


1si   c1si   d 1s   f 1



d1s, f1 – the saturation-specific and frontal stator
differential permeance;



- the electromagnetic torque computed for a different
voltage and frequency results:

- the stator phase reactance, considering the saturation:

1si
1

M 'i 

X1 – the phase reactance of a stator winding, without
considering the saturation.
F.The reactance of the rotor winding, considering the
influence of the magnetic saturation
- width of the rotor slot isthmus when the magnetic
saturation occurs:

b02 ri  b02 

X 1s
X 1m

G.Electromagnetic torque

- total permeance of a stator phase, accounting for the
saturation:

X 1si  X 1 

 2

X2 – phase reactance of a rotor winding, without
considering the saturation;

Fig. 3.4. a) rectangular stator slot open; b) rectangular stator slot
semi-close.

 c1si 

 2 si

m1 p
2f1'

U 1'2


R 2i
si
2

2

R 
 f'

 R1  c1s 2i    1  X 1s  c1s X 2 s
i
i

 f1 
s i 

 



2

where, e.g. f’1=1.5*f1 and U’1=1.5*U1
- the torque in per unit values is:

bd 02
i

mi 

Mi
MN

III. RESULTS AND SIMULATIONS OF CHARACTERISTICS

b02/ h02 –the width / height of the rotor slot isthmus;

With these quantities are drawn the mechanical
characteristics. For obtaining the plots are used the
following per unit (p.u.) values:

bd02 – tooth width at the rotor surface;
- the leakage permeance of the rotor slot, affected by
the magnetic saturation:

- n[r.u.]=n/n1
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- m[r.u.]=M/MN

torque in p.u.;

- i1[r.u.]=I1/I1N

current in p.u.;

- r2=R2/ R20

rotor resistance in p.u.;

- x1s=X1s/ X10

stator reactance in p.u.;

- x2s=X2s/ X20

rotor reactance in p.u.;

Because during startup the frequency of the
electromagnetic field is variable inside the rotor (f2 =s*f1
), the resistance of the rotor winding is modified with the
slip (Fig. 4.a) for the machine either running as a motor
or as a genertor.

Fig. 5. Caracteristica mecanica naturala a motorului asincron.

a)

Fig. 6. Current characteristic for all the machine operating modes.

b)
Fig. 4. a) The influence of the current repression over the resistance of
the rotor winding; b) the dependancy of the leakage reactances x1s/ x2ξs –
stator/ rotor by the slip (rotor with repression and saturation for the
stator and the rotor).

Fig. 7. Characteristic of the power factor during startup for the
asynchronous motor

Considering during startup a parabolic variation curve
of the current (the way of obtaining it being previously
described), the variation of the windings leakage
reactances (x1s -stator and x2s –rotor)with the magnetic
saturation is obtained (Fig. 4.b).
With the values of these variable parameters (Fig. 4)
the curves for the electromagnetic torque (Fig. 5), current
(Fig. 6) and power factor (Fig. 7) were calculated and
plotted for the generator and asynchronous motor operating modes.
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Apparent power received
S1N
kVA
Reactive power received
Q1N kVAR
from the supply network
Power factor
cos1N
Efficiency
N
Maximum torque
mm
Mass
m
kg

315.4

321.2

1.85%

137.6

140.0

1.75%

0.8997
0.916
2.477
1180

0.914
0.922
2.426
1167

1.61%
0.61%
2.05%
1.12%

CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of the results presented proves that, for the
motor running under rated conditions, the deviations
between the calculated values and the values provided in
the datasheet are very low, under 2.1 %. This result
validates the quality of the simulations performed, proving
that the mathematical model is correct.
In the design process of the current asynchronous
traction motors, the simulation of the mechanical or
operating characteristics and the computation of the
corresponding charactersitics, respectively, is a
mandatory stage.
On this basis, the electromagnetic stresses and the
constructive solutions can be definitively established, so
that the machine corresponds in operation.
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Fig. 8. The mechanical characteristics of the analyzed asynchronous
motor:: a) when the ratio U1/U1N=f1/f1N is constant; b) for
U1=U1N=const. and f1N<f1 variable.
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